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Module 4: Family
Avoir and ER verbs recap

Irregular verbs
Festivals

Describing family/where you live

Module 8: Environment
What is important to you

What worries you
Problems facing the world

Protecting the world - modal verbs
Ethical shopping - passive voice

Discussing volunteering
Sporting events and concerts

Module 5: Town
Introduction to aller 

Modal verbs
Transactional vocabulary

Hospitality
Describing your town/where you go

Module 3: Music
Present/imperfect tense recap - musical tastes

 Comparing primary and high school
Talking about music in the past
The refugee situation in France

Module 5: Holidays
Using different tenses

Ideal holidays - conditional tense
Booking/reviewing hotels in perfect tense

Ordering in restaurants
Talking about travel and modes of transport

Buying souvenirs
Talking about holiday disasters - pluperfect tense 

Module 1: Returning to School
Avoir, etre and -ER verbs

Foundation language and personal
detail basics

Module 2: School
Faire, likes/dislikes and school subjects

French and English school systems
School uniform

Photo based vocabulary
Describing life in a French school

Module 3: Hobbies
ER verbs recap

Sports with jouer and faire
Francophonic countries

Module 2: Festivals
Present tense -IR/-RE verbs

-ER verbs recap
Transactional vocabulary

Photo based vocabulary recap
French festivals

Present and future tense
Likes and dislikes

Module 4: Where you Live
Modal verbs and infinitive

Reflexive verbs to describe daily routines
Using adjectives to describe housing

French and English housing

Module 5: Sport
Developing opinion

Adjectival agreement
Transactional vocabulary - directions

Expressing necessity 
Difference between tu and vous

Interviewing a sportsperson

Module 4: Environment
Action to change the world

Present tense - vegetarianism 
Use of past and future tenses

Conditional tense - changing the world
Reducing use of plastic

Animals

Module 5: the French Speaking World
Visiting Francophonic countries 

Booking excursions 
Describing a Francophonic location

Francophonic people e.g. artists and writers
Combining tenses

Module 2: Sport and Leisure
Talking about sport in detail

Talking about life online
Making comparisons

Talking about books with past and
present tense

TV and films - opinions
Using the superlative

Module 4: Where People Live
Describing a region in detail

Advantages and disadvantages of areas
Making arrangements

Asking for information about tourist sites
Plans and weather - present and future tense
Describing problems/resolutions of a town

Module 6: School
Revising school subjects

Describing timetables
Discussing and justifying school rules

Extra curricular activities
School exchanges 

Comparing UK and French speaking schools

Module 7: Work
Discussing jobs and work preferences - future and conditional tense

Importance of learning languages
Applying for jobs

Discussing work experience - perfect/imperfect tense

What will I learn in French?

Module 3: Festivals
Food shopping and clothing

Describing daily life with modal verbs
Describing family celebrations

Using different tenses

Module 3: Hobbies
Etre and present tense recap

Key phrases - buying food
Question words

Tenses recap
Negatives

Module 1: My World
Hobbies

Present tense with extra curricular activities
Friends - reflexive verbs recap

Question words recap
Future tense recap - clothes and party plans

Module 2: Future Plans
Modal verbs recap - earning money
Future tense to describe aspirations

Discussing future plans 
French inventors

Describing robots of the future

Module 1: Who Am I?
Introduction to grammar

Talking about family, friends and relationships
Arranging to go out

Describing a night out in perfect tense
Poetry and literary translation

Our Lady's 
Catholic High School

Module 1: Holidays
Avoir, etre and perfect tense

Francophonic countries
Theme parks

Transport and travel


